MARKETS WITH CONSUMER SWITCHING COSTS*
PAUL KLEMPERER
Ex ante homogeneous products may, after the purchase of one of them, be ex
post differentiated by switching costs including learning costs, transaction costs, or
"artificial" costs imposed by firms, such as repeat-purchase discounts. The noncooperative equilibrium in an oligopoly with switching costs may be the same as the
collusive outcome in an otherwise identical market without switching costs. However, the prospect of future collusive profits leads to vigorous competition for market
share in the early stages of a market's development. The model thus explains the
emphasis placed on market share as a goal of corporate strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many markets consumers face substantial costs of switching
between brands of products that are ex ante undifferentiated.
There are at least three types of switching costs: transaction costs,
learning costs, and artificial or contractual costs.
There may be transaction costs in switching between completely identical brands. Two banks may offer identical checking
accounts, but there are high transaction costs in closing an account
with one bank and opening another with a competitor. Similarly, it
is costly to change one's long distance telephone service, or to return
rented equipment to one firm and rent identical equipment from an
alternative supplier.
The learning required to use one brand may not be transferable
to other brands of the same product, even though all brands are
functionally identical. A number of computer manufacturers, for
example, may make machines that are functionally identical, but if
a consumer has learned to use one firm's product line and has
invested in the appropriate software, he has a strong incentive to
continue both to buy machines from the same firm and to buy
software compatible with them. Similarly, when choosing a cake
mix, it is easiest for a consumer to buy the brand that he already
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knows exactly how to prepare, even if he knows that all brands are
of identical quality.'
These two types of switching costs reflect real social costs of
switching between brands, even though their size can be influenced
by flrms (by their product-design choices, for example). A third
type of switching cost, artificial or contractual switching costs,
arises entirely at firms' discretion, and is distinguished by the
absence of social costs of brand switching. Airlines enroll passengers
in "frequent-flyer" programs that reward them for repeated travel
on the same carrier, some retailers ofl"er trading stamps (Greenshield stamps, S & H Green Stamps, etc.) that customers can
exchange for prizes after sufficiently many have been accumulated
from repeated purchases, and many grocery products are sold with
a discount coupon valid for the next purchase of the same item.
Similar switching costs can be created by contracts. (If a customer
signs a contract committing himself to either buy from a firm or pay
damages s, this is exactly equivalent to paying s for a discount
coupon of value s.) In these examples, consumers who switch
between different companies are penalized relative to those who
remain with a single firm.
In all these markets rational consumers display brand loyalty
when faced with a choice between functionally identical products.^
Products that are ex ante homogeneous become, after the purchase
of one of them, ex post heterogeneous.^
In this paper we take switching costs as exogenous, and
1. tf a consumer must purchase a brand to discover whether or not it is suitable
for him (that is, each brand is an experience good in the terminology of Nelson
[1970]), then, in expectation, the consumer faces a loss of utility from switching from
a brand that he has tried and liked to an untested rival. In this case, however, there
are additional complications due to the possibility of prices being used as signals of
quality, and due to the existence of groups of consumers who tried a brand and did
not like it.
Our model can apply to markets in which consumers' preferences are shaped by
brand-specific knowledge acquired from exposure to other consumers' purchases, as
well as to markets in which consumers repeat-purchase. There is, however, an
important difference between a model of switching costs and models of learning on
the demand side in which advertising or other nonconsumer-specific learning raises
all consumers' willingnesses to pay for a particular brand (see, for example, Spence
[1981] and Clarke et al. [1982]): with switching costs the distinction between those
consumers who have and who have not previously bought or been otherwise exposed
to a particular brand is critical, and so the concept of a customer base is important.
2. There may also be psychological costs of switching between brands, as when,
for no obvious economically rational reason, consumers repeat-purchase from simple
habit or loyalty.
3. Corporate planning models often rest heavily on the assumption that the
future demand for a product will be positively correlated with its present sales. This
correlation of demands across time is an immediate implication of a model with
switching costs.
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examine their implications for the competitiveness of markets. We
make two main points.
First, switching costs make each individual firm's demand
more inelastic and so reduce rivalry. Switching costs segment the
market into submarkets. Each submarket contains consumers who
have previously bought from a particular firm and may in effect be
monopolized by tbat firm. The resulting (noncooperative) equilibrium may be the same as the collusive solution in an otherwise
identical market with no switching costs. In a standard differentiated products model the social cost of firms' increased monopoly
power is mitigated by the benefit of increased consumer choice.
Differentiating functionally identical products through switching
costs, however, yields no benefits to set against the cost of restricted
output.
Second, tbe monopoly power that firms gain over their
respective market segments leads to vigorous competition for market share before consumers have attached themselves to suppliers.
We thus provide an explanation for tbe importance that many
companies attach to building market share and for the emphasis
that is commonly placed on market share as a measure of corporate
success. However, switching costs do not necessarily make firms
better off. The ferocious competition to attract new customers so as
to be able to fleece them (and otber consumers whom they teach or
influence) after they have "bought in" to a particular brand may
more than dissipate firms' extra monopolistic returns and leave
them worse off than in a standard oligopoly.
Von Weizsacker [1984] bas built a simple model that incorporates switcbing costs, but he assumes tbat firms commit to cbarging
the same price in every period (including tbe introductory period),
and so abstracts from the issues we shall consider. In bis model, in
contrast to ours, the central result is tbat switching costs make
markets more competitive.'* We, however, argue that both the
assumption tbat firms can credibly commit to cbarging the same
4. Von Weizsacker considers products that are differentiated functionally as
well as differentiated by switching costs, and also assumes that consumers' tastes for
the underlying product characteristics may change. Since with switching costs a
consumer's choice today is also influenced by the future when his tastes may be
different, today's tastes become less important relative to any price difference that is
expected to last. Hence the assumption that firms charge the same price in every
period leads, in this model, to markets that are more competitive with switching
costs than without switching costs. Klemperer [1987b] considers a model based on
von Weizsacker's but without the assumption that firms must choose the same price
in every period, and obtains results closer to those of our paper. Prices in the second
period are always higher both than in the first period and than if there were no
switching costs.
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price in every period, and the assumption that they will necessarily
want to, are unjustified in many markets.^
Section II uses an example to illustrate the point that switching
costs can lead to a noncooperative equilibrium that is the same as
the collusive solution. Section III analyzes the collusive nature of
equilibrium in a mature market in which switching costs have
already been built up. This is the second period of a two-period
model.^ Then Section IV considers the first period, before consumers have attached themselves to suppliers, and shows how the
second-period monopoly profits lead to competition for market
share in the first period. We conclude in Section V.
II. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A simple example introduces the main idea. Consider two
airlines, A and B, flying a route in each of two periods. Industry
demand isq = 100 - p, and each firm's constant marginal cost is 10.
Note that a monopolist (or collusive oligopoly) would choose quantity, q = 1/2 (100 - 10) = 45, and price, p = 55, yielding an industry
profit of 2025, but in Cournot competition (imagine each airline
choosing a number of flights to fill in each period) each firm chooses
a quantity of 30, the market price p = 40, and profits are
(30) (40 - 10) = 900 for each firm.
Now imagine that after Cournot competition in period 1, each
firm announces that it will ofl'er a "frequent-flyer" discount of 10 to
anyone whoflewon its flight during period 1. Are these discounts a
sign of ferocious second-period competition?
5. Farrell [1985], Summers [1985], and Wernerfelt [1985] have independently
developed models of switching costs that contain some of the results of our paper.
For discussion of other models, including related models in which a consumer is
reluctant to huy an untested hrand because of uncertainty about product quality (see
note 1), see Klemperer [1986].
In labor markets there may be switching costs of all three kinds. Job-specific
training leads to "learning" costs, physical relocation costs, and other hiringand-firing costs are "transaction" costs, and rules that employees' pensions are
vested only after a certain number of years are "artificial" costs of switching. Our
model can be interpreted as representing an oligopsonistic labor market, (For
consumers purchasing products at high (low) prices, read workers selling labor for
low (high) wages.) However, we are assuming away the possibility of mechanisms
(long-term contracts, reputation, etc.) that would allow agents to make credible
commitments about the future. We assume that consumers (workers) bear the
switching costs and that firms cannot price discriminate, which assumptions imply
that a firm cannot pay a new worker's training or moving costs without giving current
employees a bonus of equal financial value. We also ignore uncertainty and risk
aversion. Thus, the model is more appropriate to product markets.
6. This period is formally quite similar to a single-period model of functional
product differentiation in which heterogeneity in consumers' tastes (as in standard
models a la Hotelling [1929]) or firm-specific elements in consumers' utility
functions (see, for example, de Palma et al. [1985]) gives firms some local monopoly
power over consumers.
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On the contrary: in the second-period noncooperative quantity-setting equilibrium, each firm chooses a quantity of 22V2, so the
total quantity q = 45, the market price p = 65, and profits are
(22i/2)(65 - 10 - 10) = 10121/2 for each firm. Not only do the
"discounts" allow the airlines to achieve the collusive level of
output, but the customers do not benefit in any real way from
them—the quoted prices simply end up higher than the collusive
price by the amount of the discounts. Given the discounts, each firm
finds that it is too expensive to increase output far enough to take
any consumers that it did not serve in the previous period.'
If firms engage in price competition rather than quantity
competition, the same result can be obtained, but a discount of at
least 45 is then required. With a discount of s > 45 each firm sets a
price of 55 + s in the noncooperative equilibrium, hence the
effective net-of-discount price to "old" (previous-period) customers
is 55, and so each firm sells a quantity of 22V2. This equilibrium is
straightforward to check. Neither firm can benefit by deviating
from the monopoly price (55 -1- s) to its old customers, unless it sells
to any of its rival's customers. However, attracting the rival's
customers requires pricing at least s below the rival. For s > 45 this
cuts its effective price to old customers to its marginal cost or lower,
and so gives up at least as much profit on these customers as it can
gain by stealing its rival's customers. So each firm serves only its old
customers, and acts as a monopolist against them.
Of course this is only a partial analysis. The discounts have
implications for the first-period equilibrium also.* However, the
7. For further intuition, see the Interpretation subsection of Section III. To
check the period-2 equilibrium, let qi - 22%. Then if qi G [lVV^, 27^4], we have pf 65 and pi = (100 - 2qi) + 10 (since the discount has value 10). However, the
maximum price difference between the firms is 10 (otherwise the higher price firm
will sell nothing), so if qi > 21^, market clearing requires pf - P2 + 10, and if qi s
17^4, market clearing requires that pf - P2 - 10. It is then easy to solve for the
(unique) price p* such that the total purchased is ^2 + 9f (noting that consumers
with reservation prices below 40 can get discounts from neither firm), and to check
that qi - 22"^ maximizes A's profits. The optimality of gf given qi follows by
symmetry. See Klemperer [1984] for detailed computations. Any discount in excess
of 9.3 is sufficient for the period-2 equilibrium to be qi = ql = 22^k
We do not allow a firm the strategy of honoring its rival's discount coupons (that
is, offering discounts to consumers who flew with the rival in the first period). A tacit
agreement not to do this may be easy to monitor and to enforce (a best response to a
rival honoring your discounts is to honor its), see note 19. Furthermore, if each firm
must first announce whether or not it will honor its rival's discount coupons before
each firm chooses its quantity or price, precommitment to not honoring the rival's
coupons is each firm's optimal (in fact dominant) strategy and so arises naturally.
8. When switching costs are "artificial," discount coupons, it may be possible to
avoid any effects on the first-period equilibrium by distributing them in other ways
than through first-period sales. For example, TWA has offered discounts to AT&T
long distance phone service users, and many firms mail discount coupons to potential
purchasers of their products.
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basic point—that repeat-purchase discounts or, more generally,
consumers' costs of switching between competing brands, lead to
the collusive solution even with noncooperative behavior—is the
focus of our paper.^
III. THE SECOND PERIOD:
NONCOOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR LOOKS COLLUSIVE

The next two sections look at the development over two
periods of a market with switching costs. In the first period
consumers have no ties to any particular firm. (Any "start-up"
transaction or learning costs are assumed to be the same whichever
firm a consumer buys from.) However, second-period switching
costs are created by first-period sales. This section analyzes the
second period, that is, the "mature market" after consumers'
switching costs have been built up. It finds the symmetric equilibrium in a general model of consumers with different switching costs,
and emphasizes that noncooperative behavior in the presence of
switching costs leads to outcomes that look collusive. In Section IV
we shall return to analyze the initial period, taking account of how
first-period incentives are affected by the dependence of secondperiod profits on first-period sales.
In period 2, switching costs and firms' previous-period market
shares are given. We consider two firms, A and B, producing
functionally identical products. We assume that q consumers have
reservation prices greater than or equal to fiq) for the product that
they previously bought or were otherwise exposed to (e.g., by
observation of others' purchases or through specific training, as for
computers). Thus, fiq) would be inverse demand if there were no
switching costs. However, consumers face a "switching cost" of
purchasing the product that they were less exposed to. A fraction of
the market a^, "A's consumers," must pay a switching cost to buy
B's product, while the complementary fraction ff^( = l — a^) must
pay a switching cost to purchase A's. These fractions are most
naturally the firms' respective shares of the previous period's sales,
and this will be assumed when we examine the full two-period
9. Our numerical example is intended as an illustration of our more general
analysis, and not as a complete explanation for "frequent-flyer" programs. A large
part of their explanation is probably that they exploit a principal-agent problem
within the purchasing firms. Companies pay higher ticket prices, but employees get
the free vacations; and it is typically not worth companies' paying the monitoring
costs to avoid this. There is also the advantage that the employees are receiving a
tax-free benefit.
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model in Section IV, hut they could also depend on other factors.
(We assume that each firm has the same proportion of consumers
with each reservation price, which would arise naturally, at least in
the cases we consider.)
The switching costs need not he the same for each consumer.
We let r iw) he the proportion of a firm's consumers whose cost of
switching to the other firm's product is less than or equal to w.
Thus, yiw) = dTiw)/dw > 0 is the density function of the switching
costs. Most naturally, T (0) = 0. (We discuss below the case in which
r (0) > 0, that is, there is an atom of consumers without switching
costs. Klemperer [1984] generalizes the model to allow for different
distributions of switching costs for different firms and at different
reservation prices.) We let /i(•) = f~^i-).
Without loss of generality, let p'^ < p^. Market equilihrium
requires that
(la)

q^ = a^h(p^) + a^Tip" -

and
(lh)

q« = a^(l

Firm B sells only to its own consumers with reservation prices
greater than or equal to p" and switching costs greater than or equal
to p* — p^. Firm A, on the other hand, sells to all its own consumers
with reservation prices greater than or equal to p'^ (the first term of
(la)), to those of S's consumers with reservation prices greater than
or equal to p" and switching costs less than or equal to p^ - p^ (the
second term), and also to S's consumers with reservation prices in
the range (p'*, p^) and reservation price less switching cost greater
than or equal to p " (the third term).^"
10. This model diflfers slightly from that of Section II. Here we are assuming
that all a firm's customers pay it the same price, as is the case when switching costs
are real learning or transaction costs. In the example of Section II, customers stolen
from a competitor pay a higher price than the net-of-discount price paid hy the
firm's old customers, as is the general case when switching costs are artificial. This
distinction is of no importance to the qualitative results, but for a given size of
switching costs a market with artificial switching costs will be somewhat the more
competitive since new customers are relatively more valuable and so the incentive to
cut price or increase quantity is greater; see notes 14 and 18. Another distinction is
that vvith artificial, but not real, switching costs, the quoted price is higher than the
effective (net-of-discount) price by an amount equal to the switching cost. With
artificial switching costs of s the fully collusive outcome involves prices s above the
monopoly price and all purchasing consumers receiving discount s. With real
switching costs of s the fully collusive outcome involves prices equal to the monopoly
price, and no consumers paying the switching cost to switch between firms.
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Noncooperative Equilibrium
We can use (la) and (lh) to solve for either a price-setting or a
quantity-setting equilibrium.'^ We begin with the price-competition equilibrium, as it is easier to derive.
Firm A's first-order condition is
dq'
where TT^ are A's profits and c'* is A's total cost. Substituting from
(la) yields
(2) 0 = crhip) + a'^Tip^ - p^)hip)

+

-p^)[-dhir)]+\p^-^

So at a symmetric equilibrium (in pure strategies), p^ = p^ = p,
with ff^ = a^ = %

(3)

^\hip) + p - ^jih'ip)

- yiO)hip))\ = 0.

If 7 (0) = 0, then we can rewrite (3) as
(4)
where q = 2q^ = hip), and where we have assumed that c'*(-) =
c^i-). This is just the first-order condition for a monopolist (or
collusive oligopoly) in a market without switching costs. (We
assume that the monopoly must operate both firms' plants equally.
This is cost-minimizing if c'* = c^ > 0, and an oligopoly might
anyway be constrained to do this by an inability to make sidepayments.)
It is easy to use (2) to check that this result—that the
first-order condition for a symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium is
the same as that for a monopolist in a market without switching
11. The choice between the two equilibria should, of course, depend on the
economics (see Singh and Vives [1984] and Klemperer and Meyer [1986]), but in the
absence of any fully satisfactory theory to choose between them we consider both
kinds of competition.
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costs if 7(0) = 0—also holds when firms have unequal market
shares (tr" # a"), if they have constant, equal, marginal costs.
As 7 (0) —• 00 in the symmetric equilibrium, on the other hand,
(3) implies that ip - idc^/dq^)) —• 0. That is, the market price
approaches the competitive price (firms' marginal cost) as we
approach the case of no switching costs.
With 7(0) between these extreme cases the equilibrium is
between the competitive and collusive equilibria.
Thus, in a symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium the only information about the distribution of switching costs that matters is the
density of consumers with zero switching costs, 7 (0)—these are the
marginal consumers who are sensitive to a small deviation in one
firm's price from its competitor's price. However, the rest of the
distribution is crucial in determining whether the prices satisfying
the first-order conditions are global best responses for the firms.^^
Consider the important special case in which all consumers
have a switching cost of at least s > 0 and firms have constant,
equal, marginal costs, but not necessarily equal market shares. Here
7 (0) = 0, so the only possible symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium
is for each firm to choose the monopoly price p^ for an otherwise
identical market without switching costs.'^ At any lower common
price, each firm has an incentive to slightly increase its price, which
more fully exploits its own customers without losing any to its
competitor.) We can check that for linear demand and costs, fiq) =
a - fiq, c^iq) = c^iq) = Cq, the first-order conditions do in fact
define an equilibrium—neither firm has an incentive to make a
large deviation—if s ^ Ha - C)/4)(^/?^ + 4/? - R), where R =
maxf.^3 ((1 - a^)l(/) is a measure of the relative market shares of
the firms. Thus, for all a^ and a^, s > Ha - C)/2) is suflScient, and
for ff'* = (T* = 1/2, s > ((V5 - l)/4)(a - C) is sufficient for the
joint-profit-maximizing outcome to be a noncooperative equilibrium." (We shall see that with quantity competition it is much easier
for tbe joint-profit-maximizing outcome to be a noncooperative
equilibrium.) For s large enough that p^ = p^ = Pm in equilibrium,
firm A's sales are a^^q^, that is, its market share of the monopoly
output, and its profits are ir'* = a^iTm, wbere q^ is the monopoly
12. Other consumers' switching costs are also more important in asymmetric
equilibria.
13. This assumes a monopolist's profit function would be quasi concave if there
were no switching costs. More generally, a price that is locally optimal for a
monopolist could be an equilibrium.
14. When switching costs are artificial, s > (a - C)/2 is sufficient for the
joint-profit-maximizing outcome to be a noncooperative equilibrium if a* = a^ - Hi;
see note 10.
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output and TT^ the monopoly profits in tbe otherwise identical
market without switcbing costs. Witb smaller switcbing costs
mixed-strategy equilibria arise but tbese are difficult to calculate.'^
At tbe otber extreme, if tbere is an atom of consumers without
switcbing costs (for example, a proportion of consumers is new in
tbe second period and uncommitted to eitber firm), tbe only
possible symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium bas price equal to
marginal cost. (At any greater common price, eacb firm has an
incentive to sligbtly lower its price and capture tbe entire atom of
consumers without switching costs.) Clearly this is not an equilibrium in general—it is not, for example, an equilibrium with
constant marginal costs if any consumers bave positive switcbing
costs—so mixed-strategy equilibria arise in tbis case.^^
To obtain pure-strategy equilibria witb prices between tbe
competitive and monopoly prices, tberefore, we consider the intermediate case in wbicb tbere is a positive density of consumers witb
zero switcbing costs but no atom at zero switcbing costs. Consider
linear demand, equal linear costs, equal market sbares, and switching costs uniformly distributed on tbe interval [0,k]. (Tbat is,
fiq) = a~fiq, c^iq) = c^iq) = Cq, a^ = (T^ = Vs, 7(w) = Vk for «; < fe
and yiw) = 0 for u; > k.) Tben tbe second-order conditions are
globally satisfied and a unique equilibrium in pure strategies exists
and is described by (3) for all k G [0, oo).^' Tbe equilibrium is
15. Shilony [1977] in another context solves for the mixed-strategy equilibria of
a price-competition model that is mathematically equivalent to the special case of
ours in which all consumers have the same reservation price as well as the same
switching cost and all firms have the same market share and constant identical
marginal costs. His solution confirms the intuition that, for switching costs less than
those supporting the joint-profit-maximizing outcome, the expected market price
and firms' expected profits increase continuously and monotonically as the switching
costs increase, from the competitive equilihrium when switching costs are zero up to
the collusive outcome.
16. The technical problem here is that there is a discontinuity in firms' profit
functions. Klemperer [1987b] avoids this problem by considering a model in which
products are functionally differentiated as well as differentiated by switching costs.
In that model pure-strategy equilibria in prices are obtained even when a fraction of
the second-period consumers are "new" (uncommitted) consumers, and we confirm
the intuition that the second-period price is decreasing in the proportion of new
consumers.
To confirm that mixed-strategy equilibria do in general exist, use Theorem 5 of
Dasgupta and Maskin [1986].
17. No asymmetric pure-strategy equilibria exist with a* = a^ = ^ and equal
linear costs. To see that this is true for any demand (and also that ifCT"^ a^ the
higher-market-share firm chooses the higher price in any asymmetric equilibrium),
assume that p* < p" in equilibrium and write r(p* - p'') - A. So

q''= a^hip") + a" hip") A + a^ (h(p^) - hip")) xA
and
q" - a^ h{p^) ~ a" hip'')A,
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As fe increases, tbe market price and industry profits increase
monotonically from tbe competitive equilibrium, p = C atfe= 0, to
tbe fully collusive outcome, p = ia + C)/2, asfe—»oo.
Tbe analysis of tbe noncooperative quantity-setting equilibrium is closely analogous, and is presented in tbe Appendix. As tbe
density of consumers witb zero switching costs increases from 0 to
oo, the equilibrium moves from tbe joint-profit-maximizing equilibrium to tbe Cournot equilibrium (that is, to the quantity-setting
equilibrium in a market witbout switcbing costs). Witb quantity
competition, linear demands and costs, and equal market shares,
tbe joint-profit-maximizing outcome is a noncooperative equilibrium if all consumers have a switcbing cost of at least i% V2)(a - C) (that is, 17.2 percent of firms' monopoly profit markup,
Pm — C, per unit), which condition seems quite plausible.^*

Interpretation
Tbe intuition for tbese results is tbat firms' demands are less
elastic tban if tbere were no switcbing costs—if eitber firm increases
where

x-l/'jir-

p*)l-dh(rmh(p*) - h{p"))A I G (0,1).

For A not to prefer charging p® we require that
+ (a^h") dp* - C)A(x/i(p'*) + (1- x)h{p'')))

s (p" -

Ohip").

For B not to prefer charging p* we require that

(p" - C)q^ ^ (p'^ - Oa^Hp^) -> ip" - Ohip")
Together these inequalities require that

(a"/a*)i(p'' - C)(xh(p*) + a- x)/i(p«)))
> (p* - C)h(p^) — (a"la'')(p^
Since we found earlier that (p'' - C)h{p*) < (p^ — C)/i(p^), it must be thatff*<a''.
The analysis is robust to the addition of an atom of consumers without switching
costs, but there may exist asymmetric pure-strategy equilibria, even when firms have
equal previous-period sales, if lower-reservation-price consumers have lower switching costs; see Klemperer [1986]. Scotchmer [1986] shows that there are in general no
symmetric pure-strategy equilibria in this model if there are more than two firms.
18. When switching costs are artificial, it is sufficient that all consumers have a
switching cost of at least ((\/2 - l)/4) (a - C), that is, 20.7 percent of the monopoly
profit markup per unit, for the joint-profit-maximizing outcome to be a noncooperative equilibrium; see note 10.
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output, its price falls faster than its opponent's, and therefore faster
than without switching costs (in which case both prices would fall
together). The higher are switching costs, the fewer consumers are
attracted by a price cut, hence the smaller the incentive to cut price
(or increase output), and the closer the equilibrium price is to the
collusive price.
When the density of consumers without switching costs is zero,
that is y (0) = 0, then locally each firm's demand is as if it were a
monopolist in its share (fraction a) of the total market demand.
Each firm therefore acts as a monopolist in its share of the market
(provided that the first-order conditions define an equilibrium).
This is precisely what happened in the example of Section II. The
discounts divided the customers into two identical groups: one that
had bought from A in period 1, and another that had bought from B
in period 1. Provided that the firms' strategies were not too
different, each firm locally faced a demand q = V2 (100 - p'), where
p' was the price net of the discount, so p = p ' + 10 was the quoted
price. Each firm therefore chose an output exactly one-half of the
original monopoly output.
Collusive Behavior
So far, we have shown that switching costs mean that competitive behavior may look collusive. However, they may also facilitate
collusive behavior, even when they are not large enough for the
collusive outcome to be a noncooperative equilibrium.
Absent switching costs, and with imperfect monitoring, the
difficulty with colluding on output levels is that each firm has
incentive to increase its quantity slightly (see, for example, Stigler
[1964] and Green and Porter [1984]). Switching costs reduce or
remove this incentive. Consider for simplicity the special case in
which all consumers have a switching cost of at least s > 0. Recall
that the collusive output is always a local optimum for each firm,
even if the switching cost is not large enough for it to be a global
optimum. So with switching costs a firm has no incentive to increase
its output only slightly. Afirmmust drive down the price at which it
sells to its own consumers by s before it takes any consumers away
from its competitors, so that only large changes in output can help a
firm. Such large changes are far easier to monitor and so (tacitly or
otherwise) agree to eschew.
In the general model if there are some consumers with switching costs arbitrarily close to zero, then firms still have some
incentive to chisel on the collusive agreement by slightly increasing
their outputs. However, this incentive is reduced relative to the case
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of no switching costs, and the forces for collusion are correspondingly strengthened.^*
IV. THE FIRST PERIOD: COMPETITION FOR MARKET SHARE

The previous section described the second period of a twoperiod market in which second-period switching costs are created
by first-period sales. We now consider the first period, in which
consumers are not attached to any particular firm. With switching
costs in the second period, firms will compete more aggressively in
the first period, because increased sales increase market share and
so increase second-period profits.
In period 1, firm A chooses its first-period strategic variable vf
to maximize its total discounted future profits
(6)

TT^ - wt ivf, vf) + \-4 ia^ ivt yf))

taking B's first-period strategic variable of as given. Here Trf are the
firm's first-period profits, and 71^ are the firm's second-period
profits which can be written as a function of the firm's first-period
market share (/, and are discounted by a factor X in first-period
terms. It is convenient to assume that a higher value of of represents
more aggressive play (so for quantity competition we write Vi = qf
and for price competition we write of = 1/pf) so that da^/dv^ > 0. In
noncooperative equilibrium,
0

Therefore, dir^/dv^ < 0, provided that dw^/dcr^ > 0; that is, that a
higher market share makes the firm better off in the second period.
Thus, firm A, and firm B also, chooses its first-period strategic
variable at a level higher than that which maximizes first-period
profits given the opponent's behavior: with switching costs firms
compete more aggressively in the first period than they otherwise
19. Switching costs may also facilitate collusion by breaking up a market into
well-defined submarkets of groups of customers who bought from different firms,
and so providing natural "focal-points" for tacit collusive division of the market.
In our analysis of the noncooperative equilibrium, we assumed that firms are
unable to price discriminate between their old customers and consumers that prefer
their competitor's product. Each firm typically has an incentive to do this, but by
collectively acting in this way, firms would reduce their profits. Similarly, in Section
II, we did not allow firms the formally similar strategy of honoring their competitors'
discount coupons; see note 7. Thus, even in our main model and numerical example,
the roje of switching costs can be thought of as making collusion easier. With
switching costs it is sufficient to agree (tacitly or otherwise) not to price discriminate
in favor of competitors' consumers (or honor competitors' discount coupons) which
agreement may be easy to monitor and enforce, whereas without switching costs it is
necessary to collude on output levels that may be very hard to observe.
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would, in order to gain market share that will be valuable to them in
the second. Thus, for example, U. K. banks give college students
money, book-tokens, and free banking services to induce them to
open accounts (the "first period"), and subsequently impose high
bank charges to "milk" their customers after they graduate (the
"second period").^" Firms compete most aggressively for consumers
who influence many others; for example, educational institutions.
This motive explains the fierce competition for the university and
high school markets that we observe in the computer industry.
On average, of course, firms end up with no more market share
as a result of this fiercer competition. As the oligopoly would
anyway produce more than the joint-profit-maximizing output in
the first period, the result is that the firms dissipate some of their
second-period gains. Specifically, each firm balances the firstperiod profit it gives up by more aggressive play with its secondperiod gains at the margin (5irf/duf = -X idir^/dvi)). The total
first-period profit given up can be in any relationship to the total
second-period gains from switching costs, so switching costs can
either help or hurt firms overall.
Two caveats should be noted to the result that firms will
compete more aggressively in the first period than if there were no
future switching costs. First, it is possible for a higher market share
to hurt a firm idir^/da^ < 0) by making its competitor more
aggressive. Thus, firms might compete less aggressively in the first
period than without switching costs, to avoid gaining market share.
(See Farrell [1985], Summers [1985], and Klemperer [1987a].)
Second, if higher-market-share firms charge higher prices in the
second period, rational consumers recognize that a lower price in
the first period increases a firm's market share and so foretells a
higher price in the second period. In this case consumers are less
tempted by a price cut, so first-period demand is less elastic than in
an otherwise identical market without switching costs in the future
period. Firms still compete more aggressively in the first period
than they would if they were maximizing short-run (first-period)
profits given first-period demand, but they may compete less
aggressively in the first period than in the otherwise identical
market without second-period switching costs. (See Klemperer
[1987b].) If either caveat applies, switching costs are unambiguously beneficial to firms.
20. An example from the U. S. banking industry is provided by the introduction
of "NOW" money market checking accounts in December 1982, after industry
deregulation, with a promotional frenzy of high interest rates (more than 10 percent
above the rates of money market funds) and cash bonuses for opening accounts. Two
years later the average rate paid was one-half percent below that of money market
funds (see the Wall Street Journal, November 21,1984).
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Consider the case analyzed in Section III in which firms have
constant, equal, marginal costs C per unit, and consumers have
switching costs that are large enough that TTJ = a'^Tr^, where n^ is
the monopoly profit in an otherwise identical market without
switching costs.^^ Then neither of the caveats above applies, since a
firm's second-period profits are always increasing in its market
share and its second-period price is unaffected by its market share.
With quantity competition, iViiqt, qf) = iqf/iqt + Qf))"'^, where
qi and qf are firms' first-period quantities, so if/!(•) is first-period
inverse demand (taking account of any first-period learning or
transaction start-up costs),
1

1 1

9i

"\qf-h

Each firm therefore acts in period 1 as if an additional segment of
demand of constant elasticity - 1 had been added to the market. It
follows that if demand has this form in both periods, firms make the
same total profits over the two periods with infinite switching costs
as with no switching costs. It is easy to alter the demand curve
slightly either so that firms prefer large switching costs or so that
firms prefer no switching costs. With linear demand, firms always
make less profits with large switching costs than with no switching
costs. If demand is sufficiently concave below the duopoly equilibrium point when there are no switching costs, on the other hand,
firms prefer switching costs.^^
With price competition, firms with constant, equal marginal
costs are exactly as well off with large switching costs in the second
21. A sufficient condition for the first-order conditions to define equilibrium for
the two-period problem, for either price or quantity competition, is that all
consumers have switching costs of at least /(<?„) - C, where q^ is the output either
firm would produce as a monopolist in the second period if there were no switching
costs. We assume that consumers' reservation prices are identically ordered in the
two periods, so that the consumers who have the ?„ highest reservation prices in the
second period all purchased in the first period.
22. In these examples we are thinking of adding second-period switching costs
that do not affect customers' first-period consumption utilities. This is natural if
switching costs are artificial costs, learning costs (the compatibility of firms'
products may aflfect second-period switching costs but not first-period start-up
costs), or purely psychological costs. If switching costs are transaction costs, then
higher second-period switching costs will generally imply higher first-period start-up
costs and so lower first-period demand. It then remains true that firms may either
prefer large switching costs or prefer no switching costs, but the details of the
comparison are slightly different. Note that we have ignored the fact that, even in
our example in which second-period prices are independent of first-period market
shares, the second-period switching costs aflfect firms' common first-period demand
/i(9) by affecting consumers' decisions about whether or not to buy in the first
period (by buying in the first period, consumers are also buying the right to buy niore
cheaply in the second period). This has no effect on the equilibrium, since marginal
first-period consumers get no utility from buying in the second period so first-period
demand is unaltered around its equilibrium price.
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period as they are without switching costs in the second period.
However, with switching costs, the competition for market share is
sufficiently fierce that first-period prices are below firms' costs,
while second-period prices are at the monopoly level.
In all these examples, firms sell to more consumers in the first
period than in the second period. Their first-period prices are low,
not because they want to attract the lower-reservation-price consumers but because they want to win the largest possible share of
the higher-reservation-price consumers. Thus, banks give gifts and
cash to undergraduates opening their first bank-accounts, and book
clubs give away books as introductory offers, in order to attract
high-reservation-price consumers who will become valuable repeat
customers, even though they also attract low-reservation-price
consumers who will never purchase again.
The example with price competition most clearly illustrates a
welfare cost of switching costs. In it, industry output is socially
optimal in both periods if there are no switching costs, but firms
produce excessive output in the first period and too little in the
second if there are switching costs. Thus, switching costs cause an
allocative inefficiency even though no consumers actually pay the
switching cost, and even though no consumers would want to switch
between the products if switching costs were zero. The result is
similar with quantity competition. A more competitive first period
typically increases welfare, since output is less than socially optimal
in Cournot competition without switching costs, but this welfare
gain is generally outweighed by the second-period welfare loss. The
extra units sold in the first period are less socially valuable (their
social value is closer to their marginal cost) than the units of output
that are lost in the second period when output is contracted to the
monopoly level.^^ Although it is possible to find demand curves for
which switching costs increase total welfare,^^ simple examples,
including linear demand and costs and demand of constant elasticity - 1 , suggest that switching costs generally reduce welfare.^^
23. This intuition is exact for the case of demand of constant elasticity - 1 , for
which the numher of extra units sold in the first period equals the number of units
fewer than the no-switching-costs output sold in the second, but in general, of course,
these numbers will not be exactly equal.
24. Consider a demand curve that is sufficiently concave above the noswitching-costs duopoly equilibrium point, but that is linear or convex below it.
25. In a model in which products are functionally differentiated as well as
differentiated by switching costs (see Klemperer [1987b]), switching costs may also
cause a welfare loss akin to that in a standard model in which there is a cost increase.
If any consumers' preferences for the underlying product characteristics change over
time, then some of these consumers pay the switching cost to switch between firms in
the second period, while others buy the good that is not the one they would choose if
there were no switching costs. Also, in a model in which switching costs £ure
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V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows that switching costs in a mature market lead
to monopoly rents, but that these rents induce greater competition
in the early stages of the market's development. Thus, switching
costs do not necessarily make firms better off. The presumption is
that welfare is reduced, so the model provides some support for
regulatory policies that lower switching costs: for example, policies
that encourage standardization.
This work has relied on a two-period model, and it would be
useful to determine the extent to which the results carry over into a
multiperiod setting. Future research should also look at markets in
which in each period a proportion of consumers leaves the market
and is replaced by new consumers.^^ In such markets the distinction
between the first and subsequent periods would be of less consequence than in our model, and it would be interesting to establish
the properties of steady-state equilibria. Finally, this paper has
taken switching costs as an exogenous feature of markets. Future
research should directly examine firms' incentives to increase or
reduce switching costs through product-design choices, standards,
contracts, etc., and should also examine the role that switching costs
may play in determining industry structure."
APPENDIX: NONCOOPERATIVE QUANTITY-SETTING EQUILIBRIUM

This Appendix analyzes the noncooperative quantity-setting
equilibrium in the second-period of a market with switching costs.
Using (lb) to find 5p*/5p'*I,B..const and then (la) for dq^/dp^\^B_^^^^,
the first-order condition can be simplified to show that, at any
symmetric equilibrium with (T"^ = a^ = %
(Al)
If 7(0) = 0, this simplifies to the first-order condition for the

endogenous, firms may choose socially inefficient technologies in order to huild up
switching costs because of the implications for market equilibrium discussed in this
paper.
26. Klemperer [1987b] examines a two-period model with new consumers in the
second period.
27. Farrell and Saloner [1985,1986] and Katz and Shapiro [1985,1986a, 1986b]
discuss incentives to standardize, emphasizing network-externality effects. Aghion
and Bolton [1985] show how switching costs created by contracts can be used to deter
new entry, and Klemperer [1987a] analyzes the effect of real switching costs on
entry.
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monopoly or collusive oligopoly equilibrium
^

dq^

^

or,
fiq) - 1/2(0"'((7/2) + c^'iql2)) + qf'iq) = 0,
(this is (4) multiplied by fiq); as before q = 2q'^). If firms have
constant, equal marginal costs, this result also holds for unequal
market shares, a^ =7^ a^.
As 7(0) —• 00, the first-order condition approaches that for the
symmetric Cournot equilibrium without switching costs:
^ +

qf(2q)0.

As with price competition, we need to check whether the
quantities given by the first-order conditions actually form an
equilibrium. For linear demands and costs, fiq) = a —fiq,c^iq) =
c^iq) = Cq, we can verify the following results.
If all consumers have a switching cost of at least s > 0, the
noncooperative equilibrium is for each firm to choose q'' =
a'^ia - C)/2^, if the first-order conditions define the equilibrium,
which they do if

Thus, for large enough s each firm chooses "its share" of the
monopoly output, and the market price and total profits are the
monopoly price and profits, respectively, in an otherwise identical
market without switching costs.
If a proportion of consumers have no switching costs, and o^ =
ff^ = V2, the only possible symmetric pure-strategy equilihrium has
each firm producing its Cournot output q^ = q^ == ia - C)/3j8, and
this is an equilibrium if the proportion of consumers without
switching costs is at least one-third.
With any distribution of switching costs with 7(0) = l/k that
satisfies the second-order conditions, and a^ = a^ = V2, a unique
symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium exists and has
(A2) q^ = q^ = (1/6/3) {ia - C) - k + .Jk^ + ia - C)'+ Ha - C)},
hence
(A3) p^ = p^ = Ya |fe + 2a + C - .Jk^ ia - C)' + Ha - C)},
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for all k G [0, oo). Analogously to price competition, the market
price and industry profits rise monotonically from the quantitysetting equilihrium without switching costs, p = ia + 2C)/3, atfe=
0, to the fully collusive outcome, p = (a + C)/2, asfe—• oo. However,
the price and profits are higher than with price competition for any
given level of switching costs fe. (Compare (A3) with (5): the
intuition is the same as that for a market without switching costs,
see Klemperer [1984].)
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